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Staffordshire, UK – 14 February 2022 

flydocs, the leading asset management solution provider for the aviation industry, today 
announced its strategic alliance with SGI Aviation Services BV (SGI), to develop its financial 
asset management software solution. The enhanced offering will cater to a diverse range of 
aviation asset owners through flydocs’ digitised asset management tools.  

SGI Aviation will continue to benefit from the comprehensive solutions that flydocs provides 
out of aircraft maintenance data and its digital capabilities to ensure smooth integration 
with their systems and industry offerings. 

Commenting on the partnership, André Fischer, CEO, flydocs said; “We’re excited to be 
collaborating with SGI Aviation to disrupt the asset management sector with this new 
product. At flydocs, we are committed to supporting our clients to maintain the highest 
value of their assets with the use of advanced technology and providing exceptional support 
to our clients. In SGI Aviation, we have found a trusted and industry-wide respected partner 
supporting us in producing the best-in-class asset management software to meet the 
growing demands of the aviation sector. Digital asset management is an emerging way 
through which aviation assets can be financially, contractually, and operationally 
administered effectively and with our innovative approach, we will continue to generate 
significant efficiency gains with flawless delivery.”  

Commenting on the announcement, Paolo Lironi, CEO, SGI Aviation stated, “We, at SGI, have been 

actively involved in setting industry standards, on digital documentation for aircraft and engines, for 

many years. I am particularly proud to be an active member of the IATA paperless initiative working 

group and I believe this cooperation with flydocs perfectly fits the SGI strategy to continuously ramp 

up its ESG contribution. This new software solution will surpass current offerings that lack the 

simplicity and ease of use that flydocs are known for. We consider it to be a major milestone, 

reenforcing SGI Aviation’s position as one of the industry’s leading independent asset management 

companies.” 

 

- ENDS - 

About flydocs  



flydocs is an asset management solution provider with the aviation industry’s most comprehensive 
solution for creating value out of aircraft maintenance data. We offer the tools and expertise that 
allow all industry stakeholders to drive sustainable innovation to help build the future of the 
commercial aviation asset lifecycle.  
 

Recognised as a global leader in digital records management, flydocs was founded in 2007 and is 
100% owned by Lufthansa Technik. With over 280 employees in multiple locations spread across the 
globe, flydocs is trusted by over 75 airlines, lessors, and MROs to deliver measurable long-term 
operational and cost efficiencies.  

 

About SGI Aviation Services 

SGI Aviation Services (“SGI Aviation”) Founded in 2008, SGI Aviation Services (“SGI Aviation”) is a 
worldwide leader in Aviation Technical Services and Asset Management. With its worldwide presence, 
the company offers a wide range of products and services designed to sharing its unique knowledge 
and independent position for its customers. SGI Aviation manages a fleet of 45 aircraft and 12 engines, 
on behalf of six customers. Thanks to its global presence, experience, and 220+ strong technical team, 
SGI provides high-quality technical support and advisory services to its customers. 
www.sgiaviation.com  
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